Richard Gere as the male prostitute and Lauren Hutton as the female John who saves him from a murder rap in American Gigolo, a superficial look at the hustler's world "which could ,set back the cause of high-priced call boys for years."

On View

Love me tender
DAVID BRUDNOY
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LOVE IS A MANYsplendored thing. Without
it, whether or not the birds
would sing, you can be
damn sure Hollywood
wouldn't. In June, 'neath the
movieland moon, let us
spoon, then, you and I,
while forty million giggly
adolescents romanticize
romance under the torrid
gaze (on screen) of passionate lovers meeting, parting,
and reuniting in 106 minutes give or take a popcorn
THE LIBERTARIAN REVIEW

break. What Lincoln and says nothing, really, about genre but which really offers
doctors and dogs are to lit- their themes, though a great something else entirely: the
erature, young love is to the deal about their approaches promise of everlasting luck
movies: the eternally fe- to those themes. We are for oldsters with outracund, the always reliable, dealing here, respectively, geously attractive young
the utterly, alas, predictable. with homosexual sado- ladies — in this case Kirk
But enough for a while of masochism, with high- Douglas, wasting away as
mundane plots, their infinite priced heterosexual hus- must all of us, and Farrah
minute variations not- tling, and with May- Fawcett, in whose hair and
withstanding; on now, in December love joined per- teeth and poster-perfect bod
the month of flowers, to haps to incest. Three movies there originates a hundred
some more adventuresome for a jaded afternoon, if af- million masturbatory fandepartures from the norm. ternoons themselves, and tasies. Kirk and Farrah live
Let us go Cruising; let us not just those enduring together in cuddly bliss on
one of Saturn's moons,
find us a sleek and frisky them, can be jaded.
Stay As You Are is the doing scientific things to
American Gigolo; but
meanwhile, Stay As You product of one Alberto Lat- plants, the better to feed
Are. Each of these late win- tuada, who directed and, earthlings. One such, played
ter releases has come before with Enrico Oldoini, wrote by Harvey Keitel, comes and
us with enormous advance the screenplay for Marcello gums up the works. But
expectation and each has Mastroianni's profile. (If I Saturn 3 is so unspeakably
generated considerable con- had the space I'd work in boring—to see it is to loathe
troversy. That none is par- something here on Saturn 3, it—that we'd best race back
ticularly memorable as film which is of the outer-space to the Italian film. Stay As
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You Are promises roughly
the same lovely hope ro
older men, but for all that it
too is ludicrous, it is at least
interestingly so). Mastroianni plays Giulio, some sort of
landscape architect. He lives
wonderfully well; he has a
playful daughter and an
edgy though lovely wife;
and he is consumed by lust
for one Francesca, a college
student with a yen for older
men. Francesca is played by
Nastassia Kinski, daughter
of Klaus Kinski (Nosferatu,
the Vampyre}. Giulio has
reason early on to believe
that Francesca is his own
daughter — reason but not
proof. Circumstantial evidence, shall we say; and
throughout the film's 95
minutes (which happen to
seem like 95 hours) the poor
man is torn every which way
but loose, tormented by the
very likely prospect that he
is not only an old lecher but
also a violator of the central
taboo of Western civilization; in a word, incestuous.
The film spares us only
the race through the dozen
cities — we get only three
(Rome, Florence, and Madrid) plus some bucolic
side-trips—but indulges our
taste for every other cinematic convention attending
these things: we have the pigeons and the scenic strolls,
the disappearances and
petulances, and, for the
most prolonged ten minutes
I can remember, a frolic in
the bed, around the bed, and
nearly under the bed, the
better to provide us with
every conceivable perspective of Miss Kinski's truly
astounding shape, and occasional glimpses of what remains of the once lush Mastroianni shape too. Stay As
'You Are throws the incest
bit at us continuously but
never does anything with it
except let us know that to
Francesca "father" means
the nice man who raised her,
and to Giulio "father" may
be Giulio but golly that girl's
good to be with. Lattuada
(whose other work, if there
is other work, I don't know)

appears capable of dealing boys for years.
only with superficials, but
It is something of a rage
he is, admittedly, at home just now, this newly discusswith them. The fifty-five- able phenomenon of heteroyear-old Mastroianni can sexual male prostitution.
rise to great material (think The Roman Spring of Mrs.
of his recent A Special Day, Stone played with it years
with Sophia Loren) but with ago, but the temper of the
junk he can only look pained times required that poor
— beautifully, maturely Mrs. Stone had to die for her
pained, but not interested. sins, or whatever purchasing
Yearning replaces concern in men for sex is. Now we have
his face, but who wouldn't the experience tossed about
be able to present a look of as casually as a pick-up
desire when the object of de- salad, in books by the score,
sire is as remarkable as Nas- in let-me-tell-you-abouttassia Kinski? Kinski may or Burt-and-me revelations on
may not have some drama- the tube, in (God help us)
tic ability; here she is called real life. So Julian Kay
upon only to look desirable, (Gere) not only gets the
put out, and healthy. It must woman who bought him
not have taxed her abilities (Michelle, played by Lauren
Hutton, a model who now is
to do all three.
So Stay As You Are stays called an actress); he is also
just where it began, with an saved from a bum rap for
aging man, a honey of a murder, by her love. The
young lady, a potentially plot goes like so: he tries to
bothersome complication, pick her up; she resists; then
and a lot of over-ripe photo- she comes and offers him
graphy. Look elsewhere money; they screw; they
for something provocative come to like each other; he
about incest, for example, to becomes the prime suspect
Bernardo Bertolucci's Luna. and soon the accused in a
Stay As You Are, by the kinky killing; she lies for
way, was produced by Gio- him; and presumably they
vanni Bertolucci, Bernardo's live ever after admiring him.
cousin.
Save for the last bit, which is
American Gigolo, written as close to a Deus ex machiand directed by Paul Schra- na as hip contemporary
der, was originally to have films are likely to find, Gigfeatured Richard Gere olo's is a plot that is wide
(Yanks, Days of Heaven, open to dozens of intriguing
Bloodbrothers, Looking For developments. Schrader has
Mr. Goodbar), but then chosen the one that goes the
John Travolta turned to least beneath the surface,
gold with Saturday Night that actually seems to flee
Fever and the part was taken from depth as Dracula flees
from Gere and given to Tra- from garlic. Who would
volta. But after Moment By make us care about a hustler
Moment, a disaster starring must first create a hustler
Lily Tomlin as an older lady about whom one can, withwho collapses into heat out retreating to gawky
when pursued by Travolta, silliness, deeply care. Bethe lead role in Gigolo was cause hustlers, like hookers,
abandoned fast by Travolta, exist for one purpose only—
and Gere got a second to be used—to care for one
chance at it and leapt. This ruins the fun, making the
new heartache kid, cover purchaser ludicrous and the
boy last year of American purchased one nervous.
Schrader had a problem
Film and this February of
Rolling Stone, will likely rise finding a way to transcend
to the stardom his cult ex- the dead-end of the hustlerpects, though not owing to purchaser relationship withAmerican Gigolo, a movie out losing the novelty of
which could set back the precisely that commercialcause of high-priced call ity, so uncommon on screen.
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He began to solve it by casting people whom we would
like to look at, and went a
bit further by going easy on
the beddie-bye routines and
devoting some time to
watching Julian Kay do his
thing. But then the creator of
American Gigolo either got
cold feet and decided that if
we liked this guy we'd hate
ourselves, or else he just ran
out of ideas.
Julian thinking? We suppose that he does, but we
know that he keeps tony
books around the flat. Julian
permitting himself a moment of reflection on his future? Probably the fellow
wonders how long he'll be
kept in Mercedes cars and
swell threads, but we see
only that he has dozens of
shirts—Gatsby threw his on
the bed to impress Daisy;

"Gere is the new heartache kid
who will likely rise to the stardom his cult expects."
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shirts are useful to make a
point — and a king-size
closet full of suits, and designer jeans, and the ideal
form to set them off. Julian
recoiling, if only for a moment, from his job? Julian
does announce, several
times, that he doesn't do
"fag stuff" and that he prefers to downplay the kinky,
and he even saunters
through a gay bar looking
for a nasty black man and
later sneers at the black
man's taste for blond boys.
But Julian never reaches into
himself to pluck out a fullydeveloped idea. What passes
through his mind are impressions (as impressions
become the totality of our
understanding of him), and
attitudes, and a dawning
awareness that he's in trouble. Julian's may be one of
the longest dawning awarenesses in modern film: it is
obvious to a child, any child,
that Julian is being set up,
but Julian realizes the fact
only after an agonizingly
pointed series of brutal hints
are handed to him.
Julian Kay is a man who
preps for his job by working
out, who does his job with
skill and charm, and who
disappears, utterly, from
our consciousness when he's
out of sight. He does not appear to exist, and Michelle is
even less tangible. Julian and
Michelle are abstractions.
And abstractions that do not
rise even to the level of concepts are like smoke: move
and the air's clear again.
Abstractions, moreover,
that don't partake even of
some suggestion of concreteness, that don't ever
quite become individuals,
leave us tired, irritable, even
repelled. How fortunate for
John Travolta that he didn't
follow up his empty beach
bum role with that so eagerly snapped up by Richard
Gere. Julian is pretty, but
Gere, I hope, will never
again be tempted to let his
own beauty dominate his
acting skill. Maybe nobody
could have made more of Julian, under Schrader's direcTHE LIBERTARIAN REVIEW

don, than Gere. But Gere leaves it at that.
Now as a mystery story
makes nothing of Julian, nothing at all. Another missed Cruising is poor: we soon
opportunity to explore an know who the killer is, and
unusual side of life in a we are force-fed an inedible
diet of sand-box psycholomovie.
Of the Cruising con- gizing to help us understand
troversy enough has been him (he also may or may not
said by every critic, by every be homosexual; the may or
movie exhibitor, and by may nots in this film come
every gay protestor demand- by the dozens). And as a sening, either before seeing the sitive portrait of a young
movie or after, that the policeman who may (sorry)
movie be banned—enough be discovering, to his horhas been said that we can ror, a previously unrealized
dispense with that matter aspect of his personality,
here in a paragraph. The Cruising also lets us down.
protestors feared that Cruis- Patrolman Burns (Pacino)
ing would increase the vio- might well have "turned
lence against homosexuals gay" during the course of
in a society that sometimes his unenviable assignment
almost ennobles violence prowling the S & M bars
against homosexuals. They down by the riverside. We
worried that its picture of an have, however, no real reaespecially grim side of son to think so, other than
homosexual life would be- some snappy editing. Pacino
come the public image of does not turn in a poor perhomosexual life, thus fur- formance—not here, not in
ther retarding the progress any of his major films. He
toward legal acceptance, may have melodramatic
much less social acceptance. roles (... And Justice For All)
They may have held their but he always lends the richbreath while La Cage Aux ness of his kinetic presence
Folles became a phenome- even to lesser parts. As the
nally successful film, and Cruising cop he has stocked
some fretted that its image, up on anguish and generbenign fruitiness, was a dis- ously shares most of it with
tortion, too. But nobody us. The acting is generally
with an ounce of humor in good: by Paul Sorvino as
his being could fail to enjoy Burns's superior, by Don
La Cage, whereas, as it hap- Scardino as the only genupened, hardly anybody inely pleasant homosexual
could help but be horrified in the film, by Richard Cox
by Cruising.
as the killer. The script,
In Cruising, New York's however, is a mess, possibly
finest respond to a wave of because it is chained too
horrid killings of homosex- closely to Gerald Walker's
uals by assigning a young silly 1970 book, possibly
patrolman (Al Pacino) to also because Friedkin
undercover work. He is to couldn't, or wouldn't, susmerge into the leather bar tain any of its more intrigu"scene" in the city, since he ing sub-themes long enough,
looks like some of the vic- or contemplate and actims, and try to find the tualize any of them deeply
killer. He does just that. And enough, to give more than a
at the end of the movie he fly-by to them.
But one thing stands out
has, perhaps, become more
than professionally adept at in Cruising, the one thing
passing for homosexual; he that ought to have provided
may have become homo- context for plot developsexual. And he may have be- ment but instead becomes in
come a killer. He may have. effect the most memorable
He may not have. Toss a aspect of the film. Cruising
coin. Billy Friedkin tosses shows, with what I believe is
out a few hints, suggests that precision, just what those
anything's possible, and bars, those patrons, those
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explicit sex activities, are. I
don't mean that we see
"penetration," as it's called
when a movie receives the
dreaded or coveted X rating
— Cruising is R-rated—but
we are shown, as no other
film has ever shown to the
general public, a real, if to
most people repugnant, slice
of homosexual life.
This, and not the hypothetical incitements to
slaughter on Main Street,
this, and not the mediahyped socially unhappy results of exposure to this film,
is the real strength, or let us
call it force, of the movie.
Cruising is not the breakthrough that gay people and
supporters of gay people
have hoped for, not the
Rubyfruit Jungle or Front
Runner that cannot find
financing, not the film to
create a cheerful "role
model" for the contemporary American homosexual.
Instead, Cruising, a film
that is at bottom merely a
fairly standard sensationalizing film about brutality
(albeit brutality set in a
rarely shown milieu), leaves
one impression. You cannot
see such places and such
people, in such abundance,
in so many visions of a Hell
on earth, without remembering what you have seen.
For a very long time. I have
never been inside a place like
those shown in Cruising,
but I have been outside them
and I have been told, long
before Cruising appeared,
what goes on inside. When I
saw the movie I knew what I
would see because long ago
people I trust described such
places to me. Billy Friedkin
has recreated reality better, I
imagine, than others have
done when trying to show
what singles bars are like, or
what other manifestations
of present day life at the
fringes are like.
This, then, is what some
who have seen the film are
really bothered by. Not the
potentialities — who but an
idiot would assume that
most homosexuals live like
the leather boys in Cruising?

Al Pacino in Cruising, which "shows a real, if to most people repugnant, slice of homosexual life, an indelible, stupefyingly awful image
that could become the trump card in the hand of those who want to crush homosexuals."

Who but those already determined to go queerbashing
would derive any added encouragement from this
movie? Who but a killer
would kill anybody because
he saw a movie featuring a
killer? — but the reality:
those who ideologize homosexual life, who combat the
haters (who live in their own
fantasy world in which
every homosexual is a beast)
with their own rhetoric of
fantasy, cannot abide the
fact that this expensive,
troubling movie tells us not
of pleasant Bruce and Bill
down the block, but of hundreds, thousands, of presumably mature men who
live their night lives in costumes, sodomizing each
other with their fists, urinating on one another, degrading each other in plain view
of hundreds, thousands, of
their clones, of hundreds,
thousands, of men who have

come out of the closet armed cinematic worth of Cruising It fails as an exploration of
to the teeth with whips and is precisely its societal psychology but, undoubtedchains and cock-rings and danger: by describing, by ly unintentionally, it sucleather masks and police- depicting, by obliging view- ceeds brilliantly as expose. I
men's uniforms and who, ers to see and see and see would be very surprised if
drinking and smoking and again and again, until the more than one homosexual
inhaling this or that drug or picture is indelible, a stupe- in a thousand has the
stimulant, pass the night fyingly awful thing—a gift slightest attraction to the
humiliating each other and that only superior movies, world Cruising depicts, but
or movies with some supe- then, how many Jews dethemselves.
Cruising tells us an unat- riority within them, can be- manded a pound of gentile
tractive truth. None but a stow — Cruising becomes flesh? And how useful that
demagogue would leap the trump card in the hand image was to people longing
from this vision to the con- of those who want to crush for an added ingredient to
perk up tired old "Christclusion that Such Is Gay Life homosexuals.
Incest without seduction killer."
u
in America Today. But the
demagogues are legion, the is a statistical rarity; expenNew Right needs its scape- sive gigolos are usually dis- LR 's film critic writes about the
goat, Jews and Negroes now creet and are certainly not movies for "The Boston Herald
having lost that special very promising as material American" and reviews movies
something that made them for hate-mongers to use to and plays on WHDH-AM and
such ideal scapegoats until awaken a sleeping America WNAC-TV (CBS) in Boston;
just yesterday, the homo- from its "permissiveness." he is also the host of talk prosexuals, who dare to de- And while Stay As You Are grams on both stations, writes a
thrice-weekly newspaper colmand—demand!—from the and American Gigolo touch umn, and serves as Deputy
collectivists what only liber- on hush-hush themes, they Sheriff of Middlesex County
tarians would willingly only dip delicate fingers into (Massachusetts).
grant, providing now just their subjects. But Cruising ©Copyright David Brudnoy,
the ticket. Ironically, the lets a wildcat out of the bag. 1980.
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LIBERTARIAN
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ASSOCIATION OF LIBERTARIAN FEMINISTS sample
literature 50*. Complete set of
discussion papers and sample
newsletters $3.00. Write ALF,
41 Union Sq. W., #1428, New
York, NY 10003.
FED UP WITH FETUSFETISHISTS? Systematic libertarian treatment of the moral
case for the right to abortion, by
Sharon Presley and Robert
Cooke. Send 50* and long SASE
to Association of Libertarian
Feminists, 41 Union Sq. W.
#1428,NYC, NY 10003.
CHRISTIAN LIBERTARIANS: The Galatians Fellowship is in its second year and
growing steadily. For details
and free newsletter write to Lee
Schubert, 10 Harwich Rd.,
Morristown, NJ 07960.
PUT LIBERTARIAN FEUDS
IN THE BACK PAGES. Send
scathing messages, anonymous
crank notes, short diatribes, to
the libertarian personality of
your choice. LR Classifieds,
1620 Montgomery St., S.F., CA
94111.
BEFORE THINGS GET OUT
OF HAND, AS THEY SURE
AS HELL WILL, send a
S.A.S.E. to: 4 Way Peace Plan,
Box 2138, Youngstown, Ohio
44504.
ABORTION AND THE
DRAFT: AGGRESSION ON
BOTH COUNTS. For Doris
Gordon's talk published in the
Congressional Record, send
long SASE. Libertarians for
Life, 13424 Hathaway Drive
#LR, Wheaton, MD 20906.
BOOKS

_______

ORGANIZED RELIGION IS
A GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIZED RIP-OFF! Learn the
truth about how religion picks
your moral pockets in 162
pages of searing insight into the
churches' hypocrisy. $4.95 p.p.
Dr. Ross — Box 3405 —
Springfield, IL 62708.
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THE PEOPLE'S GUIDE TO
CAMPAIGN POLITICS, by
Gary Robert Schwedes. Definitive work on local campaign
techniques. Nominated in
"Washington Monthly" for
"Political Book of the Year"
award. Send $4.95 to:
Schwedes Campaign Consultants, 1725 The Promenade,
#224-B, Santa Monica, Ca.
90401._________
RESTORING THE AMERICAN DREAM by Robert J.
Ringer. $8.95 pp. Make check
payable to: Libertarian Review,
1620 Montgomery St., S.F., CA
94111.
USED AND NEW LIBERTARIAN/CONSERVATIVE
BOOKS. Economics, political
theory, history specialties.
Some fiction. Send inquiries to
RF, 363 3rd Ave. #3, San Fran-"
cisco, CA 94118.
WE ARE THE ONES believes
all laws should either be repealed or enforced, otherwise
they disorder society. 371 pp.,
paperback. $7.50 (Mass, residents $7.88). Commonsense
Books, Dept. 6A, Box 287, Bedford, MA 01730.
LYSANDER SPOONER 24
Microfiche set of THE COLLECTED WORKS OF LYSANDER SPOONER $15,
postpaid. 20 page Index to
THE COLLECTED WORKS
OF LYSANDER SPOONER
$3, postpaid. Order from Carl
Watner, 7250 Washington
Boulevard, Baltimore, MD
21227._____________
THE MOST AMAZING
HEALTH PHENOMENON
OF THE 20TH CENTURY
WAS CONSUMMATED BY
ONE WHO HAS BEEN THE
VICTIM OF A FATAL, INCURABLE DISEASE FOR 52
YEARS. During this period he
was medically diagnosed as
also having arteriosclerosis and
arthritis of the spine and hip.
He received a shattered eye cup,
a bullet wound through the
right elbow, Parkinson's disease and numerous operable injuries. He avoided disabilities
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by using the most proven recuperative method known, and
TODAY THERE IS NO
NOTICEABLE DEFECT IN
HIS ENTIRE SYSTEM. With a
wonder-working plan that is
available to everyone he remains hail, hearty and vigorous
at the age of 72. The complete
details are disclosed in his astounding book that is being
used for Congressional research. His message advances
the cornerstone of prevention
and control of diseases and
illnesses. He has accomplished
this in opposition to extreme
odds. Order: HOW TO STAY
ALIVE AND HEALTHY
WITH DIABETES ... AND
HOW TO AVOID GETTING
IT! Available in hard cover,
postpaid, for only $7.95 from
Glorudy Publishing Co., Box
1266, Okeechobee, FL 33472.
SURVIVALIST BOOKS FOR
UNCERTAIN TIMES. Not
available at bookstores. Send
50* for catalog (refundable
with order). Survival Systems,
Box 1239L, 2000 Center Street,
Berkeley, CA 94704.
EMPLOYMENT
WANTED — 2ND INCOME
PEOPLE— who are intelligent,
aggressive, mature, to market
an unusual product. Complete
details will be given — but, we
will tell you this much now, you
can earn $8,640-54,9mTper-year—Those of you willing to
spend 2 hours per day, send resume to: Mr. Z. A. Klemmer,
P.O. Box 8371, Van Nuys, CA
91406, (213) 899-9484.
PERSONALS
FIFI: If you still want me, I'll be
at Zelda's Thursday night canasta game. Wear your clown
suit. Freddie.
THE OFFICIAL PROTEST
SIGN. Metal, 18"x24" industrial-strength original warning
sign says: CAUTION: SUNLIGHT IS A CANCER HAZARD. Protests officials, of
course, and growing silliness of
regulations. In factory safety
sign style, lasts for years. $35
each—individually numbered.
Chris Gundlach, 618 Hal Greer,
Huntington, WVA 25701.
FREE MARKET
LIBERTARIANISM
vs.
COMMUNISM — a debate

held at the Annual Gathering of
Mensa. Robert Steiner is Chair
of the International Libertarian
Organization in Mensa, a
founder of the New Jersey
Libertarian Party, and a longtime activist in the LP. J.L.
Lunsford is a long-time activist
and an organizer for Communist Party, U.S.A. Said one attendee: "Those who witnessed
the confrontation came away
favorably impressed with the
freedom philosophy. It was
clear that leftist ideology is incapable of defending itself
against a principled case based
on individual liberty." Two
cassettes totaling about two
hours, $9.95 plus $.75 postage
and handling. California residents add sales tax. Robert A.
Steiner, LR040, Box 659, El
Cerrito, CA 94530.
REACH MILLIONS with libertarian owned and operated
pirate radio station? Shortwave? Broadcast, engineering
& nautical types write LR Box
1 for info, exchange.
OF INVENTORS, BY INVENTORS, FOR INVENTORS. Independence through

Invention. To discover how your
better ideas can make a difference, explore the Boston Core
Group, P.O. Box 211, Brookline, MA 02146.________
"YOUR PLACE OR MINE."
Vacation/travel service. Cut
your travel expenses by residence exchange, vacation rentals, house-sitting, sub-lets, etc.
U.S.A. and abroad. Details:
Nicole Bergland, 854 Bear
Creek, Costa Mesa, CA 92626.
LIBERTARIAN M/F COUPLE
SEEKS LIBERTARIAN LANDOWNER in need of development, management, or security
skills. Large Tract preferred;
open to location. Remuneration
negotiable. Elliott/Ness, 3435
Army Street #330, San Francisco, CA 94110,
SPECIAL GIFTS. WOW! 2 of
the ultimate guffaws for those
humorless socialist spenders.
Here's a fun way to drive 'em up
a wall!! THE GOLDEN
SCREW and a complete set
(replicas) of MINIATURE U.S.
COINS say it all!! Limited time
offer. Both $9.95 by first class
mail. Gardiner's Gifts, Otter
Rock, OR 97369.

IRS IS ILLEGAL. 10 years of
Court Battles to prove it is expensive. Your Help is Needed.
Contributions, Law Briefs, Donations, etc. Rt. Rev. Edward
Wayland Ph.D., P.O. Box
1008, Lowell, Mass. 01853.
ANTI-STATIST BUTTONS,
STICKERS, POSTERS, FLIERS, AND BOOKLETS. Fuck
the State, I Am Not A National
Resource, Socialism Sucks,
Don't Tread On Me: Or I'll
Stomp Your Face In! and more.
Free catalogue. SLL, Box 4, Fullerton, CA 92632.

MEDIEVAL FARTING CONTEST: Elizabeth, Shakespeare,
other notables compete, with
accompanying lewd remarks.
Mark Twain's brilliant, wickedly lascivious underground
masterpiece. Unbelievable; a
real rip-snorter! (Eighty page
annotated edition; privately
printed). Send $10 to "1601,"
Box 69-L, Carrboro, NC
27510._____________

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED
for quality line of natural
cosmetics, home cleaning products, food supplements. Work
own hours, territory. Neo-Life
FLATULENT? (FREQUENT- Products, Box 803, Laporte,
LY) FEAR NOT! Read Benja- CO 80535.___________
min Franklin's long-suppressed
essay of 1780 on (believe it or QUALITY FOOD STORAGE
not) farting. Hilarious! Frame- programs for cheap libertaable. $4. "Essay," Box 69-L, rians! Hedge against rising food
Carrboro, NC27510._____ prices; quality nutrition without compromise. Neo-Life
LIVE IN THE BAHAMAS. Products, Box 803, Laporte,
Whale Cay Private Island Es- CO 80535.___________
tates. Large, ocean-front homesites, 28 miles from Nassau. Pri- POLITICAL CAMPAIGN?
vate air strip, guest house. Ideal Don't waste money! Radio outtropical retreat. Be "our guest" sells newspapers according to
by appointment. No. OA-15- RAB. Unique ad grabs atten25-79. S. Shannon Realty, Inc., tion of radio audience. Sample
Box 715, Stayner, Ontario, ad, (808) 239-9303, 988-7998
Canada LOM-1SO.
collect.

"A call for the next step—the positive reconstruction of our local
governments through free market alternatives."
— William E. Simon, former Secretary of the Treasury

CUTTING BACK CITY HALL
by Robert W. Poole, Jr.
Foreword by William E. Simon
Local governments can prosper, even with the growing tax revolt, says Robert Poole, and better services can be
provided at lower cost. CUTTING BACK CITY HALL is the first comprehensive discussion of how communities
across the country are coping with reduced revenues. Poole cites case after case, with specifics and cost figures, to
show how and where private contracting, user fees, and modern management techniques are already bringing
efficiency and cost reduction to public services. He then suggests specific ways in which legislators, citizens, and
administrators can go about cutting back city hall. And he provides the names of leading companies (including
consultants) that offer services to local governments
______________________________
on a contractual basis, and an extensive bibliography
Please send me __copies of CUTTING BACK CITY HALL
of relevant reports, studies, and publications.
Robert Poole is Chairman of the Local Government
Center, and Editor of Reason Magazine.

at$!2.50each, pluslO% postage and handling.
My check/money order is enclosed for $___________
Name _

UNIVERSE BOOKS

Address _

381 Park Ave. So., N.Y., N.Y. 10016

City__

_ State __

. Zip Code .
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Suppose you were given
the opportunity to meet and
talk with the Founding Fathers.

Would you pass it up?
Please send me the Seminar brochure
and application form.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY___
STATE

ZIP.

PHONE (.

Send to: Summer Seminars
Cato Institute, 747 Front St.,
San Francisco, California 94111
or phone (415) 433-4316
Left to Right: Murray Rothbard. Israel Kirzner, Earl Ravenal. Roy Childs, and Leonard Liggio.

GOO
INSTITUTE

Well, the Founding Fathers of the future — Murray
Rothbard, Leonard Liggio, Earl Ravenal, Israel Kirzner,
and Roy Childs—are waiting to meet and exchange ideas
with you—and these are only some of the well-known,
articulate thinkers who are being gathered together
by the Cato Institute to provide what could be the most
intellectually stimulating week of your life.
Whether you have only just discovered libertarian
thought or you want a chance to expand and integrate
your knowledge of liberty, you could be one of the lucky
people who will live and work for eight days on a beautiful
college campus with the major scholars of the coming
economic and political freedom. Twenty lectures on politics,
economics, and history are included in the package, as well
as room, board, parties, and other recreation. It all adds up
to a learning experience that's more fun than a vacation
— for less than a vacation would cost.
The Cato Institute is sponsoring two Seminars in
Political Economy during the summer of 1980. An eastern
conference will be held at picturesque Dartmouth College
from June 28 through July 5. A western conference will be
held at Stanford University July 19-26. The entire cost for
each conference is only $295. And if you are a student, the
cost is even less: $95 will pay for everything! There are
even a few travel scholarships available.
So send in the coupon today and reserve your chance
to meet the people who could change your life.
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